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Ismarti Ismarti <notifikasi@journal.unrika.ac.id> 28 Juni 2019 14.04
Kepada: Widodo Winarso <widodoiain@gmail.com>
Widodo Winarso:
Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "IDENTIFIKASI TINGKAT METAKOGNISI
SISWA DALAM PEMECAHAN MASALAH DAN LITERASI MATEMATIKA SISWAIDENTIFIKASI
TINGKAT METAKOGNISI SISWA DALAM PEMECAHAN MASALAH DAN LITERASI MATEMATIKA
SISWA" to CAHAYA PENDIDIKAN. With the online journal management system that
we are using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial




If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this











Ismarti Ismarti <notifikasi@journal.unrika.ac.id> 6 Oktober 2019 07.26
Kepada: Widodo Winarso <widodoiain@gmail.com>
Cc: Maya Trisnani <mayatrisnani1@gmail.com>
Widodo Winarso:
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to CAHAYA PENDIDIKAN,
"IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS METACOGNITION LEVELS IN PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
MATHEMATICAL LITERACY".
Our decision is: Revisions Required
Please submit your revision within 10 days.
Any inquiries please contact me at WA +6281364348485.
Thank you and wassalam,
Ismarti Ismarti
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Kepada: Widodo Winarso <widodoiain@gmail.com>
Cc: Maya Trisnani <mayatrisnani1@gmail.com>
Widodo Winarso:
Congratulation!
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to CAHAYA PENDIDIKAN,
"IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS METACOGNITION LEVELS IN PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
MATHEMATICAL LITERACY".
Our decision is to: Accept Submission
Your paper will publish in Jurnal Cahaya Pendidikan Vol. 5 No.2, Desember
2019.
Ismarti Ismarti
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Ismarti Ismarti <notifikasi@journal.unrika.ac.id> 11 Desember 2019 20.26
Kepada: Widodo Winarso <widodoiain@gmail.com>
Widodo Winarso:
Your submission "IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS METACOGNITION LEVELS IN
PROBLEM-SOLVING AND MATHEMATICAL LITERACY" for CAHAYA PENDIDIKAN has been
through the first step of copyediting, and is available for you to review by
following these steps.
1. Click on the Submission URL below.
2. Log into the journal and click on the File that appears in Step 1.
3. Open the downloaded submission.
4. Review the text, including copyediting proposals and Author Queries.
5. Make any copyediting changes that would further improve the text.
6. When completed, upload the file in Step 2.
7. Click on METADATA to check indexing information for completeness and
accuracy.




This is the last opportunity to make substantial copyediting changes to the
submission. The proofreading stage, that follows the preparation of the
galleys, is restricted to correcting typographical and layout errors.
If you are unable to undertake this work at this time or have any questions,
please contact me. Thank you for your contribution to this journal.
Ismarti Ismarti
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Ismarti Ismarti <notifikasi@journal.unrika.ac.id> 30 Desember 2019 20.47
Kepada: Widodo Winarso <widodoiain@gmail.com>
Widodo Winarso:
Your submission "IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS METACOGNITION LEVELS IN
PROBLEM-SOLVING AND MATHEMATICAL LITERACY" to CAHAYA PENDIDIKAN now needs to
be proofread by folllowing these steps.
1. Click on the Submission URL below.
2. Log into the journal and view PROOFING INSTRUCTIONS
3. Click on VIEW PROOF in Layout and proof the galley in the one or more
formats used.
4. Enter corrections (typographical and format) in Proofreading Corrections.
5. Save and email corrections to Layout Editor and Proofreader.
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